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The Future of Digital Currency

The recent collapse of the Mt. Gox bitcoin exchange has led many to dismiss virtual currencies as

a mere fad or outright fraud. The fact that Mt. Gox took its name from the trading card game Magic

the Gathering really didn’t help matters, although one could argue that wizards with flaming hair

and chain mail mini-skirts are a welcome addition to the financial services milieu, at least in terms

of scenery.

But there’s much more to the peer-to-peer payment model that is bitcoin, and many experts

believe that bitcoin, or a similar model of virtual currency, is here to stay.

Bitcoins are virtual coins used to transact business directly (peer-to-peer) online, eliminating the

need for a bank, credit card, or other trusted third party. All transactions are recorded in a public

online ledger using open-source coding. The ledger ensures that payments are legitimate; for

example, that the people paying with bitcoins have them in the first place and surrender them to

someone else when they spend them. Coins are generated as payments to miners who assemble

the ledgers by decoding transactions. A fixed number of bitcoins (21 million) are available to be

mined, making bitcoin mining similar to mining for real minerals or other finite commodities. Over

time, mining the next bitcoin will become increasingly difficult and less profitable, with the final coins

projected to be mined in 2040.

The value of a bitcoin fluctuates with the market, rising from basically nothing at its conception in

2010 to a high of $1,151 in December 2013. At this writing, it is valued at roughly $675 per coin.

Mt. Gox was one of the world’s largest exchanges before hackers stole 850,000 bitcoins, worth

more than $500 million at present price levels, from its systems, bankrupting it in February. The

failure reportedly stemmed from weaknesses in the company’s programming, however, not from a
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flaw in the bitcoin model. “Mt. Gox got robbed and a large part of the blame has to do with their

security,” said Campbell Harvey, professor of international business at Duke University and

research associate of the National Bureau of Economic Research. “In the short term it has

damaged confidence in the bitcoin market, but in the longer term it’s likely that third party

companies like Mt. Gox will have to step up the quality of their service.” Harvey noted that this was

not the first heist at Mt. Gox. In June 2011, 25,000 bitcoins were stolen from the exchange, at

which point some users moved to other services.

“A lesson from Mt. Gox is to be very aware of where your money is,” said Bruce Fenton, president

of the Bitcoin Financial Association, an advocacy organization. “Be cautious of trusting

organizations and watch carefully for warning signs.”

While the volatility of bitcoins makes them a risky investment, it has little bearing on their primary

function: to provide a secure, low-cost means of online payment. “With bitcoin, there’s no doubt

there are some speculators out there, but the value of the bitcoin is in the efficiency that it lends

for being able to transact,” said Harvey. “If you’re a restaurant or a small merchant, to be able to

get rid of the 3 percent credit card fee is a pretty significant advantage.”

Merchants and buyers who want to minimize their risk can use bitcoins to complete a sale and then

immediately exchange them for dollars, Harvey explained. “Usually you think of a currency as

providing multiple services, a transaction service and a storer-of-value service. Right now, bitcoin

is providing a transaction service, and it’s not really a reliable storer of value. It’s too volatile. And

you don’t need to bear that volatility. You can just dump them.” There are fees to exchange

bitcoins back to cash, but they are much lower than standard credit card fees.

In addition to savings, bitcoins provide greater security than credit card transactions. “The current

system we’ve got is problematic because it’s not secure,” said Harvey. “There’s fraud all over the

place, and stories every week where some company has lost credit or debit card information. So I

think that there is room for a disruptive new technology that solves some of these problems.”

Harvey cautions that bitcoins provide a way to transact, not a way to get credit. In addition, cutting

out third-party financial services means cutting out some security. “With banks and credit cards

and debit cards, essentially the banks are insuring the consumer, so if the bank gets robbed or

somebody steals your credit card, you don’t have to bear that loss,” he said. “That does not

happen today with bitcoin.” Harvey believes such services may emerge for virtual currencies in the

future.

On March 4, Flexcoin, another exchange, posted a notice on its website that it was shutting down

after hackers stole 896 bitcoins valued at over $600,000. “As Flexcoin does not have the

resources, assets, or otherwise to come back from this loss, we are closing our doors

immediately,” the notice read.

Still, buyers continue to put their money behind bitcoin. “People use it and value it because they

know it’s more efficient in exchanging ownership in a secure way,” said Harvey. “Bitcoin is probably

a step in the right direction, but it’s unclear that it’s going to be the final solution.”

“It’s volatile and new so it certainly comes with great risks,” said Fenton. “I am personally very

optimistic.”
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